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Abstract: Objective: To analyze the mixed method research designs produced on the evaluation of mental health services. Method: A document analysis study, conducted from April to June 2019, which analyzed the research designs of mixed methods of evaluation of mental health services, carried out between 2006 and 2016 by a nursing research group. Results: Three mix-method studies of evaluation of mental health services from the southern region of Brazil are presented, all developed from a similar integration dynamics. The integration steps, objectives, methodology and analytical axes are presented. Conclusions: Conducting mixed method studies has enabled the identification of integration and convergence points between quantitative and qualitative approaches. The potential of the methodology for evaluative studies is emphasized.
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Resumo: Objetivo: analisar os desenhos de pesquisa de métodos mistos produzidos sobre avaliação de serviços de saúde mental. Método: estudo de análise documental, realizado nos meses de abril a junho de 2019, o qual analisou os desenhos de pesquisas de métodos mistos de avaliação de serviços de saúde mental, realizadas entre 2006 e 2016, por um grupo de pesquisa em enfermagem. Resultados: são apresentados três estudos de métodos mistos de avaliação de serviços de saúde mental da região sul do Brasil, todos desenvolvem-se a partir de uma dinâmica de integração similar. São apresentadas as etapas de integração, os objetivos, a metodologia e os eixos analíticos. Considerações finais: a realização de estudos de métodos mistos possibilitou a identificação de pontos de integração e convergência entre as abordagens quantitativas e qualitativas. Ressalta-se o potencial da metodologia para estudos avaliativos.
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Resumen: Objetivo: analizar los diseños de investigación de métodos mixtos producidos en la evaluación de servicios de salud mental. Método: estudio de análisis de documentos, realizado de abril a junio de 2019 y en el que
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se analizaron los diseños de investigación de métodos mixtos de evaluación de servicios de salud mental prestados entre 2006 y 2016 por un grupo de investigación en enfermería. **Resultados:** se presentan tres estudios de métodos mixtos de evaluación de servicios de salud mental de la región sur de Brasil, todos desarrollados a partir de una dinámica de integración similar. Se presentan los pasos de integración, objetivos, metodología y ejes analíticos. **Consideraciones finales:** realizar estudios de métodos mixtos ha permitido identificar puntos de integración y convergencia entre enfoques cuantitativos y cualitativos. Se enfatiza el potencial de la metodología para estudios evaluativos. **Descriptores:** Investigación; Métodos; Evaluación de salud; Enfermería

**Introduction**

Mixed research methods are an alternative to human and social sciences and health studies. In this context, research questions and problems are likely to be better answered and investigated. It is considered more than a method, being extended to a methodology that joins the quantitative and qualitative approaches around a research object. In addition, it is a methodology that combines the methods, approaches, philosophy and orientation of the research project. As fundamental aspects in the use of mixed methods, the following can be mentioned: collection analysis of quantitative and qualitative data; combination of the two types of data; integration of procedures in the same study; and structuring of procedures from philosophical and theoretical world views.

The quantitative approach produces data such as numbers and indicators, and is analyzed from the metric and its expressions, being able to present fast and reliable information about the investigated object. As it uses open interviews, observation, among other techniques, the qualitative approach is intended to provide information about the speech of the interviewed or observed individuals, providing insight from other perspectives on the object studied and outlining subjective aspects of the researched phenomenon.

Known as a multi-method approach, the mixed method research is defined as a set of procedures for collecting, analyzing and combining quantitative and qualitative techniques around the same research design. The interaction between the approaches is considered one of the main assumptions, as it provides better possibilities for analysis.
The quantitative and qualitative approaches maintain an epistemological and ontological debate. Thus, in the positivist view, the methods and techniques of the Social Sciences need to be closer to the Natural Sciences, while interpretivism holds that the Social and Natural Sciences constitute distinct approaches and, for that, they need specific methods and techniques. However, there is a difference between the Natural Sciences and the Social Sciences, which is the meaning proper to the latter and indispensable for the interpretation of social reality, since Social Sciences seek to deal with the interpretation of the actions of the subjects and reveal the subjective meanings in their analysis.

Studies with mixed methods have advantages, among the highlighted ones are the integration between the qualitative and quantitative approaches and the possibility of taking the best out of each to answer the problem and the research questions listed. Thus, the mixture of approaches yields positive results, as each one contributes in its own way to a better research design, gathering complex results and understandings in the investigation.

In a study published in an English journal, the top ten research resources with mixed methods in health systems were analyzed, noting that this is a third approach, increasingly popular and growing in health systems. This demonstrates that the quantitative approach allows knowing the extent of a given situation and also promote the understanding of the representativeness of the results. And the qualitative one works in the perspective of broadening the depth of understanding, offering different overviews of the concerned parties and providing justification for the performance of health systems. Thus, it is reinforced that the mixed methods in health research studies are increasing since, in this context it is necessary to address complex issues such as socio-cultural factors, which could not be sufficiently measured in isolation by a specific approach, being necessary the integration of approaches to understand the complexity of the phenomena.
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Some researchers have found that there is a gap in knowledge production in relation to mixed method research studies, requiring more effort for their development. In this sense, it is argued that there is a need for integration and interaction between the quantitative and qualitative components of a study, being essential for some definitions to take shape and sustain themselves in the context in which they are investigated. This is important for expanding and strengthening the results of these studies, as well as answering research questions and producing high validity knowledge.

A research group carried out mixed method studies from 2006 to 2016 in the area of mental health services evaluation, in order to develop evaluations of actions, programs and services within public health policies. There were three multi-centered matrix research projects that evaluated about forty health services in southern Brazil. As its research question, this manuscript presents the following: what are the contributions of the mixed research methods to evaluate mental health services? Thus, it aims to analyze the research designs of mixed methods produced on evaluation of mental health services.

Method

This is a document analysis study, conducted from April to June 2019. A documentary research may produce new knowledge through the creation of different ways of understanding the phenomena, of knowing how they relate and how they have been developed as objects of study. It is also believed that, for the development of studies in the various areas of knowledge, document analysis has its relevance preserved, because through this, researchers can collect, treat and analyze the sources of information. Thus, this study seeks to relate research designs that used mixed methods to recognize study objects in the field of health assessment, in particular the services of the psychosocial care network of southern Brazil and their contributions to the health and nursing field in mental health.
The documents analyzed were research reports of mixed methods of evaluation of mental health services, funded by the National Council for Scientific and Technological Development (Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico, CNPq), in the period from 2006 to 2016. The selection criteria were the following: having received funding from a funding agency via the Ministry of Science and Technology (Ministério da Ciência e Tecnologia, MCT) - CNPq/MS-SCTIE-DECIT-CT-Saúde - Edict 07/2005, and being a mixed method research.

These criteria are justified by the fact that the first call for funding for evaluative studies on mental health was published in 2015. Selection took place from the research studies selected by the aforementioned edict, and a group was chosen, the only one that carried out mixed method research studies. The period of this study is based on a 10-year longitudinal cut, in which there was funding for research in the area of mental health services evaluation.

A document analysis of the final reports of three studies using mixed research methods was performed, produced by a research group in nursing, mental health and collective health of a public university, certified by the CNPq's Brazilian Research Groups Directory, during 10 years. The studies analyzed complied with current ethical standards and were approved by the Research Ethics Committees.

Results

The three evaluation studies of mental health services in southern Brazil are presented, which followed the characteristics of explanatory or explanatory sequential mixed method design. The first study, named as Study 1 in Tables 1 and 2, was conducted from 2006 to 2008, in the three states of southern Brazil, with the purpose of evaluating the Psychosocial Care Centers (Centros de Atenção Psicossocial, CAPS). The second study, Study 2, was conducted from 2008 to 2010, in Rio Grande do Sul, with the purpose of evaluating the innovative experiences of composition of psychosocial care networks. And the third study, Study 3, was
conducted from 2011 to 2016, in the three states of southern Brazil, being a second edition of Study 1.

The three studies presented a similar integration dynamics. The case studies of the qualitative stage were selected from the compilation of quantitative data and, together, presented better performance based on the legal norms of the Ministry of Health regarding psychosocial care services. In addition, the structure, process and result indicators were observed, compared to the legislations, thus, the choice of the municipalities occurred collectively and based on quantitative data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Quantitative</th>
<th>Qualitative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objectives</strong></td>
<td><strong>Methodology</strong></td>
<td><strong>Objectives</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STUDY 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2006-2008)</td>
<td>Participants:</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Users: 1,162</td>
<td>Objective:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Family members: 936</td>
<td>To</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Workers: 435</td>
<td>qualitatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Coordinators: 30</td>
<td>evaluate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design: 30 CAPS</td>
<td>distributed among the</td>
<td>Psychosocial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach: A descriptive study of the structure,</td>
<td>states of southern Brazil</td>
<td>Care Centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work process and organization of</td>
<td>Approach:</td>
<td>in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>health care and cross-sectional study to evaluate</td>
<td>A qualitative evaluation</td>
<td>Southern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the results of mental health</td>
<td>study of the Psychosocial</td>
<td>Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>care in the southern region.</td>
<td>Care Centers in the</td>
<td>(CAPS I and II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis: The analyses were performed using STATA</td>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>located in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Software for Statistics and Data Science), including</td>
<td>Region</td>
<td>states of Rio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>univariate and bivariate statistical analysis.</td>
<td>(CAPS I and II)</td>
<td>Grande do Sul,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Santa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Catarina,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paraná.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| STUDY 2 | | |
| (2008-2010) | Participants: | General | Participants: |
| | - Users: 392 | Objective: | - Users: 33 |
| | - Workers: 209 | To | - Workers: 21 |
| | - Coordinators: 14 | qualitatively | - Managers: 23 |
| Design: 5 municipalities in the state of Rio Grande do | evaluate | Field journal observation: | Field journal observation: |
| | state | innovative | 1400 hours |
| | experiences in the state | experiences | |
| | | of the state of Rio Grande do | |
| | | Grande do Sul, | |
| | | Santa | |
| | | Catarina, | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Paraná.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants:</td>
<td>General Objective: To qualitatively evaluate Psychosocial Care Centers in Southern Brazil.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Users: 1597</td>
<td>Design: All 308 CAPS (I, II and III), CAPSI and CAPS Alcohol and Drugs (AD) from the southern region. Approach: A descriptive study to identify the characteristics of the structure, care process and cross-sectional study to evaluate the results of mental health care in the southern region. Analysis: The analyses were performed using EPI–INFO and STATA software, including univariate and bivariate analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Family members: 1262</td>
<td>Field journal observation: 900 hours Design: 3 CAPS (1 in Rio Grande do Sul, 1 in Santa Catarina and 1 in Paraná) Approach: A qualitative evaluation study of the Psychosocial Care Centers in the Southern Region, through fourth generation, constructivist and responsive assessment, and multiple case studies Analysis: Constant Comparative Method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Workers: 546</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart 1: Comparison of the objectives and data collection methodology of mixed method studies, 2019.

The studies worked with evaluation markers and from this, there was the integration between quantitative and qualitative markers. Even though these markers were generated based on instruments specific to each approach, data integration culminated in the discussion of the results. It is also important to highlight that the studies were built from the triangulation of...
data with interviews, document analysis, groups and observation. Based on this, the integration occurred when the qualitative stage offered elements for deepening and understanding gaps listed in the quantitative stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research</th>
<th>Quantitative Markers</th>
<th>Qualitative Markers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **STUDY 1** (2006-2008) | Structure: physical structure, material resources, human resources, technical resource, reference system, food, medicines.  
Process: adequacy of attention, territory, diversifying activities, frequency of activities, assemblies.  
Result: satisfaction (workers, family and users), individual characteristics. | Structure: ambience and human resources.  
Work process: activities such as therapeutic support, staff, characteristics and organization of work, plasticity of the service, family insertion.  
Result: result of psychosocial attention.  
Public policies, management and articulation of the health network, society’s relation with the phenomenon of madness. |
| **STUDY 2** (2008-2010) | Analysis of user sociability, social support, inventory of independent living skills.  
Characterization of services regarding the beginning of activities, time, structure, articulation with territory, citizenship assurance devices, user service, supervision, reference and counter-reference, medication distribution and prescription, crisis care, family care, team meeting and articulation with the network. | Characterization of municipalities, health care network and mental health services.  
Study of the Health Care Network, the structure, flow and articulation.  
Mapping of users’ social network.  
Strengthening the social network of users.  
Network malleability and flexibility.  
Hot network and social network.  
Innovation Markers of the Mental Health Network |
| **STUDY 3** (2011-2016) | Structure: physical structure, material resources, human resources, technical resource, reference system, food, medicines.  
Process: adequacy of attention, territory, diversifying activities, frequency of activities, assemblies.  
Result: satisfaction (workers, family and users), individual characteristics. | Structure: ambience and human resources.  
Work Process and the psychosocial care network in the CAPS: activities such as therapeutic support, staff, characteristics and organization of work, plasticity of the service, family insertion.  
Result: result of psychosocial attention. |

Chart 2: Comparison of the markers from mixed method studies, 2019.

**Discussion**

The analyzed studies present a differential in the construction of their designs, as they are mixed method research studies. Although each approach presents different techniques and methods, as well as independent theoretical bases in the construction of their designs, the mixed methods seek integration at different moments. The quantitative approach in these cases
is based on epidemiology and positivism, and the qualitative approach is based on the fourth generation constructivist and responsive assessment and multiple case studies. However, the approaches converged to an integrative process, since the election of the qualitative stage scenario as in the discussion of the results.

The characteristics of positivism focus on singular reality (ontology), distance and impartiality (epistemology), a priori theory testing (methodology), and agreed definitions in the variables for writing the reports (rhetoric). It also aims to test theories or to describe experiences by observation or measurement to control and predict the forces surrounding the object studied. It has a harsh view of pure reality that can be captured and predicted, so positivism uses deduction to confirm theories using methods of collecting and quantitative data analysis.

Constructivism, in turn, focuses on multiple realities (ontology), in proximity to the object of study (epistemology), being inductive, since it comes from the views of the individuals and then reaches the standards (methodology) and builds its reports from an informal literary style (rhetoric). It is associated with the qualitative approach and works with a different world view. Once the participants present their understandings, the research was built based on individual perspectives for broad understandings. From the subjectivity and reality experienced by the research subjects.

Mixed methods consist on the collection, analysis and integration of qualitative and quantitative data, which contributes to a better understanding of the research problem. It is not only about obtaining data, it is about integrating them.

Scholars in the field of methodology have emphasized that the integration between quantitative and qualitative approaches is a centerpiece in mixed method studies, being an intentional process. There is an independence of approaches to issues and research hypotheses that are both common. Researchers realize the benefits of mixed methods by observing that
introduction produces a whole greater than the sum of the individual contributions of qualitative and quantitative approaches.⁶

To exemplify how integration is possible and to facilitate didactically, the authors worked on the systematization of basic project designs, which could be exploratory sequentials, explanatory sequentials or explanatory and convergent.⁴-⁶,¹⁰-¹¹ In addition, embedded or nested designs can be added:⁴-⁵,¹¹ the transformer and the multiphase.⁴-⁵

The exploratory sequential starts with the qualitative data collection and analysis phase that will base the next quantitative phase and may produce generalizations. The explanatory or explanatory sequential comes from a quantitative phase of data collection and analysis, which will proceed with the qualitative stage, seeking to explain the quantitative data. And the convergent comprises the quantitative and qualitative collections in near moments and proceeds with the integrated analysis, the data have different but complementary constitutions. Moreover, they emphasize that the integration of quantitative and qualitative approaches can occur in other ways: discussion of quantitative results with a qualitative approach; construction of quantitative instruments, based on qualitative results; merging of results; or incorporating one approach within another.⁴-⁶,¹⁰-¹¹

When it comes to integrating approaches to building mixed method designs, other designs called advanced designs can be considered, namely: multiple stages; intervention studies; case study; transformative research and participatory research; evaluation studies; or app/website/platform development.¹⁰

Thus, the analyzed studies used a mixed method approach, following the basic sequential explanatory or explanatory design, which aims to use the qualitative approach to help explain the results of the quantitative approach. Thus, the studies had their quantitative stages performed at a first moment and, after that, the results were the basis for choosing the services that would receive the qualitative stage, highlighting those with positive experiences of mental
health care, from the quantitative data and analysis of ministerial regulations. The qualitative data, in turn, helped to explain the quantitative results and offered an in-depth study of the services highlighted in the first stage. At the end, there was data integration in the presentation of research reports.

It is necessary to keep discussing the data presented in Chart 1. Starting with the objectives of the studies, there is a combination of the evaluation process, in the quantitative study the evaluation happened through the conditions of the structure, the process and the result of the psychosocial care and through the use of some terms such as factors, causes, measures, determinants, correlations, trends, levels and magnitudes. And the qualitative evaluation culminates with the meanings, experiences and looks of the actors involved in psychosocial care. Thus, the mixed method research needs to combine quantitative and qualitative approaches, enabling the understanding of the individuals' experiences and the relations between the variables.10

By analyzing the objectives of the study approaches, they are convergent regarding the exploration of common aspects in the analysis axes: structure, process and result of the work developed in the services, but they also approach different aspects within each analysis axis, such as the following: physical infrastructure, material resources, human resources, technical resources, reference system, food and medicines (structure); adequacy of attention, territory, diversification and frequency of activities and assemblies (process); and satisfaction and individual characteristics (result). The objectives of quantitative studies come from concepts that have variables such as structure, process and result, which are defined objective variables. Those of qualitative ones come from a broader context, such as the evaluation of the quality of service, which is subjective and that each interviewee will base his or her place of speech and evaluate from their experiences of ambience, plasticity of service, insertion of the family, work organization, result of psychosocial attention, among others.
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In the quantitative approach, the variables need to have established relationships and from this, being proved or refuted as initial hypotheses. Meanwhile, in the qualitative one, the ideas and basic definitions need to be identified, basing the study and the main awareness concepts on which the data will be built.\textsuperscript{12}

Another aspect that can be highlighted in Chart 1 is the convergence between the study participants (health workers, users of mental health services and family) and the unit of analysis (the CAPS, in both stages). In the studies analyzed, the quantitative stage was performed with the same group of individuals in a random sample, which ensured equiprobability, since all the services had the same chance of being selected at the later stage.\textsuperscript{3}

At the end of this stage, services (units of analysis) were selected and, among the individuals who participated in the first stage and based on pre-established criteria, participants who would take part in the qualitative stage were selected. Regarding the unit of analysis it is necessary to define what the basic unit of research will be and, afterwards, it must be ensured that it is homogeneous.\textsuperscript{3} The integration in the mixed method research is emphasized, since the quantitative and qualitative sampling process ensures that the study individuals and the unit of analysis are the same.\textsuperscript{10}

We highlight the differences in sampling between the studies regarding the number of services or municipalities and of individuals who participated in the research stages. In Study 1, in the quantitative stage there were 30 CAPS and 2,563 people interviewed, in the qualitative one, five case studies in five CAPS and 205 individuals interviewed. In Study 2, in the quantitative stage there were five municipalities and 615 people interviewed and, in the qualitative one, two municipalities and 77 individuals interviewed. And in Study 3, in the quantitative stage there were 308 CAPS and 3,405 individuals interviewed and, in the qualitative one, three CAPS and 111 individuals interviewed.
Thus, the qualitative approach comes from close observation, being a form of study that needs deepening and detail to build its research bases, orchestrated by intensive studies and with a small number of cases. The quantitative stage has the prerogative of working with larger samples, that is, more numerous so that their representativeness is valid in their method.\textsuperscript{13}

In the same direction, examining the association between the variables can result in generalizations for a given population by using statistical inferences. Thus, the quantitative approach focuses its analysis on larger samples, but does not present an understanding of individuality. While the qualitative approach is endowed with detailed descriptions of the studied phenomena, presenting the context and being able to focus its analysis on the deepening of individuality, but its results are not generalizable.\textsuperscript{14}

Regarding the instruments and techniques used in the different stages of the studies, it is possible to observe that in the quantitative approach the instruments were questionnaires with scales and other closed questions to evaluate, among other aspects, the structure, process and outcome of health services. While in the qualitative approach, other instruments were used, such as the semi-structured interview, with open questions, participant observation and the validation group. This made it possible to know and understand the cultural, economic, organizational, political and social particularities of the services studied from the qualitative approach, and integrating this the qualitative approach, which had the ability to measure the associations between the factors that made up the evaluation of the different aspects addressed.\textsuperscript{14}

The use of different techniques or instruments is not chosen randomly, but rather based on the theoretical framework that each approach inherently carries. In this sense, there are discussions regarding the bases used in each approach; however, it is necessary to be aware that, when studying social reality, the subjectivity that permeates this medium needs to be valued;
and, when working with quantitative indicators and variables, the positivist view becomes important and necessary for the results to be plausible to the object being investigated.\textsuperscript{3}

What is going to characterize the analyzed research studies that count on a qualitative and a quantitative stage, in research studies with mixed methods, is precisely the capacity of integration within the research that goes from the objectives and the methods to the complementarity of the results. Some theorists point out some basic characteristics for integration to be guaranteed, namely: corroboration or convergence (the results of one approach collaborate with those of another); complementarity (one approach helps to improve/clarify the results of another); development (results from one approach inform results from the other – designing an instrument, delimiting a sampling); initiation (helps in discovering paradoxes and contradictions of the other); the expansion (depth and amplitude are expanded); and disagreement (when there is conflict between approaches).\textsuperscript{10-11}

Integration and convergence are characteristic of multi-method studies and the more convergent and integrated the results, the more consistent the research will be. Thus, integration aims, among other objectives, to enhance the information incorporated in a research, benefiting and improving the findings of the study.\textsuperscript{3}

In Chart 2 it is possible to notice the approximations, differences and complementarities between the markers used in the analysis phase, when observing the structure evaluation, for example, in the quantitative approach, the physical infrastructure issue – number of rooms and size of space; the material resources, human resources – for example: number of professionals, workload of the professionals, and service characteristics, among others. With this, it is possible to verify if the structure is adequate or not and if it presents the minimum required by the current norms and laws of the mental health services.

In the qualitative approach, the ambience is observed, regarding the structure, with subjective details of the individuals involved in these evaluation processes, that is, how the
actors see the structure, how they feel in it, if they have privacy, if they feel welcomed, what are their perceptions and concerns. Thus, the quantitative approach acts on the objective variables in the evaluation process and the qualitative one on the subjective and intersubjective questions of the evaluation.\textsuperscript{12} The examples of these evaluative studies contribute to demonstrate the ability to complement, integrate and strengthen the results presented by the different approaches by constituting a study of mixed methods.

From this observation it is possible to notice the connection between the approaches, that is, how the quantitative contributes to the qualitative, and vice versa. The main question in this connection is how this integration between approaches occurs so that the mixed method is consolidated as an alternative to research.\textsuperscript{3,10,15}

In the same vein, the place that the researcher occupies in each approach needs to be taken into account, especially when discussing the results of research in the area of health service evaluation. In the qualitative approach the researcher actively participates in the process, his/her values are incorporated as part of the research and, in the quantitative one, the researcher and his/her values remain away from the evaluated object.\textsuperscript{12} This finding allows for data to be treated differently in each approach, as they are obtained differently. Thus, it reinforces the collaborative capacity of one approach with another, and vice versa.

In the experience of these studies, it can be noticed that the approaches subsidize and complement each other. The quantitative studies, performed first, presented the general picture of mental health services and allowed generalizations at the regional level, offering resources for the qualitative to be performed. From this, the quantitative studies were taken as basis and the best results in relation to the markers and the experiences of mental health care were chosen, based on objective criteria, so that the case studies and the fourth evaluation could be performed with a qualitative approach.
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From this experience, from a quantitative study to support a qualitative study in the area of health services evaluation, it is important to highlight that health systems are becoming somewhat complex due to several factors (population increase, aging, illness, and budget restrictions, among others). Thus, research problems accompany the complexity of health system issues, challenging researchers to look for more comprehensive forms of research. In this way, the mixed method research, which is multidimensional and broader than conventional approaches, contributes to seeking answers to the needs of health systems. Thus, the mixed method research allows researchers to explore complex phenomena in detail, respecting the principles of each approach and aggregating to investigate the research object, according to the need.

In this sense, nursing is highlighted in the performance of these studies, since the studies analyzed in this article were coordinated by nurses and it can be seen that nursing concentrates management functions within health services. Corroborating this, a multi-center study points out that the nursing staff is the professional category that performs the most central functions in the health care network and, in the Family Health Strategy (FHS), these professionals are present in all the teams, impacting the quality of care provided.

Endorsing this statement, we retrieve a study that verified the contribution of the use of health indicators in the everyday work of FHS nurse managers for health planning and evaluation. In this way, the integration of qualitative and quantitative indicators is important, even in the health practice, advancing beyond their applicability in the research field, offering the understanding of mixed methods to evaluate health indicators.

**Final considerations**
The use of mixed methods in research studies is innovative and has been gaining space in the health area. It is important to note that integration and collaboration within mixed method studies validate it as a powerful and necessary research methodology for health research.

With this article it was possible to analyze the mixed method studies performed by a research group, presenting the points of integration and convergence between the approaches and discussing how each one favors the evaluation process. Thus, it was possible to demonstrate the main contributions of the integration of quantitative and qualitative approaches in the investigation of a research object, in this case: the evaluation of mental health services.

This study has limitations regarding the analysis of the reality of a specific research group in a specific field of service evaluation. However, it is interesting to enhance studies in this area so that mixed methods are recognized as a viable and promising health methodology.

In addition to the integration and complementation of the approaches, it was possible to verify the mixed and collaborative posture that this methodology offers, providing a complex and comprehensive look at the object to be studied, strengthening the results found. Moreover, these research studies presented contributions with the use of mixed methods to the health area, because the evaluation of the services contributes to the quality of care provided, to the consolidation of the health care network and to nursing care.
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